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1Poem
The other day Matt Rohrer said, 
the next time you feel yourself going dark 
in a poem, just don’t, and see what happens.
That was when Matt, Deborah Landau, 
Catherine Barnett and I were chatting,
on our way to somewhere and something else.
In her office, a few minutes earlier, Deborah
had asked, are you happy?  And I said, um, yes, 
actually, and Deborah:  well, I’m not—
all I do is work and work.  And the phone
rang every thirty seconds and between
calls Deborah said, I asked Catherine 
if she was happy and Catherine said, life 
isn’t about happiness it’s about helping 
other people.  I shrugged, not knowing 
how to respond to such a fine idea. 
So, what makes you happy? 
Deborah asked, in an accusatory way, 
and I said, I guess, the baby, really, 
because he makes me stop 
working?  And Deborah looked sad 
and just then her husband called 
and Deborah said, Mark, I’ve got 
Rachel Zucker here, she’s happy, 
I’ll have to call you back.  And then 
we left her office and went downstairs 
to the salon where a few weeks before 
R
ach
el Zucker
2we’d read poems for the Not for Mothers Only  
anthology and I especially liked Julie Carr’s 
poem about crying while driving while listening to
the radio report news of the war while her kids 
fought in the back seat while she remembered 
her mother crying while driving, listening to 
news about the war.  There were a lot of poems 
that night about crying, about the war, about 
fighting, about rage, anger and work.  Afterwards 
Katy Lederer came up to me and said, 
‘I don’t believe in happiness’—you’re such a bitch 
for using that line, now no one else can. 
Deborah and I walked through that now-sedated space
which felt smaller and shabby without Anne Waldman 
and all those women and poems and suddenly
there was Catherine in a splash of sunlight 
at the foot of a flight of stairs talking to Matt Rohrer 
on his way to a room or rooms I’ve never seen. 
And that’s when Deborah told Matt that I was 
happy and that Catherine thought life wasn’t about 
happiness and Deborah laughed a little and flipped 
her hair (she is quite glamorous) and said, but Matt, 
are you happy?  Well, Matt said he had a bit of a cold 
but otherwise was and that’s when he said, 
next time you feel yourself going dark in a poem, 
just don’t, and see what happens.  And then, 
because it was Julian’s sixth birthday, Deborah went 
3to bring him cupcakes at school and Catherine and I 
went to talk to graduate students who teach poetry 
to children in hospitals and shelters and other 
unhappy places and Matt went up the stairs to the room 
or rooms I’ve never seen.  That was last week and now 
I’m here, in bed, turning toward something I haven’t felt 
for a long while.  A few minutes ago I held our baby up 
to the bright window and sang the song I always sing 
before he takes his nap.  He whined and struggled 
the way toddlers do, wanting to move on to something 
else, something next, and his infancy is almost over. 
He is crying himself to sleep now and I will not say 
how full of sorrow I feel, but will turn instead 
to that day, only a week ago, when I was 
the happiest poet in the room, including Matt Rohrer.
4Jot It Down Fancy
We thought I saw a Waffle House
There is no substitute & there will never be a better time 
Suffering from a stubborn case of  ‘Evacuation Hair Syndrome’ you
      almost hit me verbally
Very light mayonnaise
Sumbitch     close but no serial killer
Surprisingly affordable loves a good joke scuba diving declawed 
      gerbil yelp
Made in China     where else
The WD-40 co-dependency support group meets Godzilla
Man up
Even the Intelligence Community is interested in Yeats, especially 
      The Later Poems
Metaphored (or whored) clear down the Yangtze
Fuel efficient     professionally cleaned     let’s leave Bob (you 
      know Bob) out of this
Jo
el
 D
ai
le
y
5A Human Question 
Summer’s accordion breathed life 
into the world’s little party. 
I was there. 
You were there too, 
a swallow of blue cake, one year dead,
asking, Wasn’t it just my birthday? 
The lanterns, a chain of 
paper gowns, bobbed down
and up.  The choir grass 
and cheap jewelry 
of the fence 
kept at their unbothered tasks. 
We knew something had 
     passed. 
A human 
question trawling air 
after some thought.  After 
some right way of doing this.
Jen
 M
cC
lan
agh
an
 LASTN
AM
E
6Little more than a player
For a long time I believed I was more than a player
But then I realized I wasn’t more 
Than a person who wanted to get so far away from love until it hurt
Men are indispensable
But the specifics of them are not
Anything to write home about
They walk and talk and make me money
Take my money
Smoke cigars, read me books
I find their gentleness annoying most of all
It is not so much that I am good at any part of loving them
It is just that I make them believe so fully that I will love them forever
That they rise into the baby kingdoms of themselves and do my bidding
I am a player
But that’s no crime
To go on mercilessly not loving anybody for all eternity
Or not believing in anything
Cause of what I can’t feel
I am a player but so is everyone
Your mom, your dad
It is one big game that we play
When we call out love
And when that final day comes to die
We will all be the biggest players of all
Scooting across the floor in our blue suits
While everyone sniffs and sobs
At our lives long gone
We were always gone
All of us who live on this earth
We were always lit up red on this earth, long gone
I am long gone every time I believe that some man 
Might bring me to salvation
He does little more than bring me to the muscle of him
I do little more than act out my great escape
Of when I can finally leave this earth an unchanged fellow
A wild kid, a nighttime baby full of delicious and ungenerous sparks
D
or
ot
h
ea
 L
as
ky
7Own Life
Eric, you have your own life
What other thing is like that—a hat!
And in a hat I have found that I could wear one
What people don’t understand about being a genius is
Is that it is hard
It creeps inside of you and you can’t relate
The world is the thing you cannot master
You really can’t 
You try to work for people
You let the people down
D
oroth
ea
 Lasky
8Blue on Blue
There is no wind, no flood, no sun.  There is no sleep.  Not water.  Not air. 
There are no wolves or waves.  No negative rain.  Nor blue.  Nor birds.  No 
bodies.  No capital, corpse, or crops.  There is no bank or blank.
Wolves return to water to write in red letters.  If then, they say to themselves, 
flung edges blend. 
To curse a wave say water, as a wolf, as a paper wolf opens its eyes say water, 
wolf, and water.  To cure a wave in the sky say hover, a flowered curve, flooded 
with waves.  To paint a blank paint over a face, paint over a wolf, and the sun, 
and waves.
F
IR
S
T
N
A
M
E
 L
A
S
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s
9‘Aphrodite’ the headless
horse-girl.
there’s poisoned poppies in the punch / and at least your body language is 
reassuring / but the headless horse-girl’s pumpkin hair / is glistening towards 
your white v-neck / while the corners of your lips turn up / casting candle-
light fixtures to ignite / in her jack-o-lantern triangle carved eyes / that leak 
oceans filled with pirate ships / where I was the Cancerian siren / in which 
the oceans were, with waves, safely carrying him (you) away as Aphrodite did 
Jason’s recyclable / (she’s no Aphrodite) / and at least I’m a mosaic; / of the 
black tea / in the mug in which you sipped your poppy petals of opium //
S
arah
 Jedd
10
Fun for the Shut-In
Demonstrate to yourself a resistance to feeling
unqualified despair by attempting something like
perfect despair embellished with hand gestures.
Redefine demonstration to include such movement as
an eye’s orbit around the room; the pull of red
through drinking straws or the teeth of a comb; 
 
random winces, twitches, tics; the winding of clocks
and tearing of pages; the neck hair’s response
to uninvited sound, light, and the scent of oranges
where none in fact exist.  Admit to yourself you lost
your absolute last goldfish, this one in a fashion
that looked more or less like relaxing, at least as you
have come to think it.  There is an aspect of blue
seen only twice before:  deep underwater, and now.
Take notice of the slow, practically imperceptible
 
changes always underway around or inside you like
tooth decay, apostasy, the accumulation of dust,
debt, the dead, and what the dead are preparing to say 
if offered a seat at the table.  Place the cold paperweight
toad-like on your forehead; hold inhumanly still. 
Everyone comes close to growing their own avocado. 
 
Everyone has a mind to plant it where they want to.
If you have power over breakfast, invest every burst
back into yourself to double the power at half the cost.
Messages from under the floorboards demand bedrest. 
That handful of dried beans stitched into the sanctity
of twin paper plates makes the sound of never leaving
Ti
m
ot
hy
 D
on
n
el
ly
11
even brighter than before.  Try amplifying the playback
from the rattle at hand to drown out any stubborn
thoughts to the contrary, the collapse of a country,
Steely Dan and the thunder of a hundred icebergs calving.
Offer the dead a seat at the table.  Now take it away:
just pull it out from under them.  Hypnosis is like deep
focus with a sleeper hold on self-critique.  Attempt levitation
as a measure of your apology.  Let’s put it this way:
you don’t want to be their bitch, but you don’t want to
piss them off much, either.  Ask them what they’re having.
Listen with patience to their long elaborate talk.
Soon one of the dead will conduct an infinitely slow
white envelope across the unlit tabletop, a human sigh
through a wall of exhaust.  The letter itself will be left
unsigned, but you’d recognize that handwriting anywhere.
12
my secret job
 I’d rather start
   a fuck
  than a fight,
 but it is not
   always
 given to me
  to do so—
   eccentric magnolia
  sole proprietor
    wonder why
everybody went nuts
 for that damn ophelia—
  too busy 
    trying
 to live with the change
boy who couldn’t stand straight
  whoso has it
  and honey don’t
   her hand fell
   into my hands.
B
uc
k 
D
ow
n
s
13
repairs on a running engine
bump it up the backness jack down
    sum of the lowest
 common denominators
              cost
   in a simple
 destruction kit
  flaming star
   over my shoulder
don’t you fight
 the urge
to shut down 
on it hard
B
uck D
ow
n
s
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E
ve
n 
th
e 
bu
rn
s 
on
 h
er
 a
rm
s 
w
er
e 
a 
po
em
 t
o 
m
e.
  I
’m
 a
sh
am
ed
 t
o 
sa
y
th
at
’s 
w
ha
t 
I 
re
m
em
be
r, 
m
or
e 
th
an
 t
he
 fl
at
ne
ss
 o
f h
er
 v
oi
ce
, m
or
e 
th
an
 
th
e 
un
ce
rt
ai
n 
qu
al
ity
 o
f t
he
 b
ro
w
n 
in
 h
er
 e
ye
s. 
 W
he
n 
I 
th
in
k 
ab
ou
t 
it,
I 
sh
ou
ld
 n
ot
 h
av
e 
be
en
 le
t 
lo
os
e 
w
ith
 t
he
 la
ng
ua
ge
.  
T
he
 w
or
ds
 w
er
e 
so
 n
ew
to
 m
e 
th
en
:  
th
ey
 r
os
e 
an
d 
sig
he
d 
at
 m
y 
to
uc
h,
 a
nd
 p
ai
n 
w
as
 ju
st
 a
no
th
er
 e
xc
us
e
to
 h
ea
r 
w
ha
t 
th
e 
w
or
ld
 w
ou
ld
 s
ou
nd
 li
ke
 in
 m
y 
ow
n 
br
ok
en
 v
oi
ce
.  
Sh
e 
ha
d 
a 
jo
b 
in
 a
 b
ak
er
y 
an
d 
I 
re
m
em
be
r 
he
r 
co
lo
rl
es
s 
sk
in
 fe
st
oo
ne
d 
w
ith
 t
he
 a
ng
ry
 m
ar
ki
ng
s 
of
 h
er
 m
ist
ak
es
, t
he
 s
lig
ht
es
t 
un
go
ve
rn
ed
 m
ot
io
n 
as
 s
he
 r
ea
ch
ed
 in
to
 t
he
 d
ar
k 
of
 t
he
 o
ve
n,
 t
he
 w
hi
te
 fl
es
h 
on
 t
he
 u
nd
er
sid
e 
of
 h
er
 w
ri
st
,
w
he
re
 t
he
 s
ki
n 
is 
sm
oo
th
es
t, 
al
m
os
t 
tr
an
slu
ce
nt
, n
ow
 m
ar
re
d 
by
 a
n 
in
st
an
t’s
 t
ou
ch
w
ith
 t
he
 r
ol
le
d 
lip
 o
f a
 lo
af
 p
an
.  
T
he
 w
or
k 
w
as
 d
on
e 
in
 t
he
 b
la
ck
 o
f m
or
ni
ng
, h
al
f a
w
ak
e,
 
w
he
n 
sh
e 
w
as
 h
al
f-
th
in
ki
ng
 a
bo
ut
 t
he
 s
ha
pe
s 
of
 h
er
 o
w
n 
po
em
s. 
 T
ha
t’s
 h
ow
 I
’m
 t
el
lin
g 
it 
no
w
, t
he
 m
em
or
y 
or
 t
w
o 
I 
ha
ve
 t
o 
w
or
k 
fr
om
 p
re
ss
ed
 fl
at
 a
nd
 d
ri
ed
 b
y 
th
e 
ye
ar
s. 
 
I 
kn
ew
 h
er
, i
t’s
 t
ru
e,
 b
ut
 n
ot
 e
no
ug
h 
to
 a
sk
 h
er
 w
ha
t 
th
e 
w
or
ld
 w
as
 d
oi
ng
 t
o 
us
 
an
d 
ho
w
 s
he
 fe
lt 
ab
ou
t 
it.
  S
o 
I 
am
 t
ak
in
g 
th
at
 a
w
ay
 fr
om
 h
er
 h
er
e,
 a
ll 
th
at
 w
as
 in
sid
e 
of
 h
er
, 
he
r 
vo
ic
e,
 t
he
 t
im
br
e 
of
 h
er
 t
hi
nk
in
g,
 w
ha
t 
w
e 
m
ay
 a
s 
w
el
l c
al
l h
er
 s
ou
l. 
 I
 c
an
 t
el
l y
ou
w
e 
al
l w
or
ke
d 
so
m
ew
he
re
, s
om
e 
lo
w
-p
ay
in
g 
jo
b 
w
e 
w
er
e 
gl
ad
 t
o 
ge
t, 
a 
fiv
e-
fin
ge
r 
ex
er
ci
se
 
of
 o
ur
 li
ve
s 
to
 c
om
e,
 t
he
 li
ve
s 
w
e 
sa
id
 w
e 
di
dn
’t 
w
an
t, 
th
e 
go
in
g 
to
 w
or
k 
an
d 
pa
yi
ng
ou
r 
ow
n 
w
ay
.  
W
e 
w
ou
ld
 le
av
e 
ar
t 
be
hi
nd
 if
 w
e 
co
ul
d,
 o
ur
 n
ot
eb
oo
ks
 a
nd
 d
ra
ft 
pa
ge
s 
pa
ck
ed
 in
 t
he
 b
ot
to
m
 o
f a
 b
ox
 s
al
va
ge
d 
fr
om
 a
 li
qu
or
 s
to
re
 in
ci
ne
ra
to
r. 
 M
ay
be
 it
 w
as
 a
ll
fo
r 
th
e 
be
st
.  
I 
us
ed
 t
o 
be
lie
ve
 a
ny
 p
oe
m
 w
ou
ld
 e
nn
ob
le
 w
ri
te
r 
an
d 
re
ad
er
 a
lik
e.
  
B
ob
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 c
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 c
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Proclivities 2
Therefore, poems with cocks in them make me 
cease to wax, Felicity, and you, 
with your kidnapping, crantastic self, your 
unregenerate, your Spartan, your bathhouse 
lust, even your ornate promise of 
polyamory can’t begin to offset
the grain silo of my quicksilver segue;
what I mean is, Hi Ho Quick Silver before 
grain silos drain into polyamorous 
earth, your bathhouse ornate as grapes although 
you are Spartan in your unregenerate 
crantasticism—how kidnapped I’ve become, 
Felicity, waxing toward love, a semi-
circle behind your cock-sure therefore. 
M
au
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Things Have Been Said: Vol. I 
I’ve met women like you before
 You’re fucking cool . . . for a girl
Good thing you got looks
 You’d draw a crowd if you stripped
Smile, sit up straight
 Your cleavage makes me want to put things in it
Hey doll, what do you need?
 You’re not paid to think
That’s a chick car 
 You might decide badly because there’s no man in your life
Don’t worry, you’ll find someone
 You should buy tighter jeans to show off your assets
Can’t you smile for me?
 You must be a lesbian if you don’t like him
It’s a waste to send a woman to school
 You must be fertile
Unmarried daughters must live with their mothers
 You’re a girl, we have to say we did it
There’s still time
 You’re a cute lil’ thing, aren’t you?
I’ve been told I have a large penis
 You’ll have to become a lesbian if you keep this up
Smile, it can’t be that bad
 You should lose a few pounds
It’s not safe to live alone in the city
 You’re just an idealist
Are you a mother?
 You look maternal
Math just isn’t your thing
 You’re not going to be able to finish that
Crying is manipulative
 You must be getting your period
Don’t you think your ass is getting a little wide?
 You’re wearing that dress?
Would any of you ladies like to fuck?
B
ran
di H
om
an
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 Your opportunities to meet men may be limited 
Did you piss on me?
 You filthy bitch, you pissed on me
Smile, honey 
 You’re looking great 
19
from Maximum Gaga
Pelvis Impersonator
[Statement delivered by the Surgeon General
to the Royal Academy of Science]
Esteemed Colleagues – 
Females who are promiscuous tend to evolve high sperm counts & 
large testes.  They live in caves, lose their eyes & their color.  Whether 
they live in Rwanda or Romania, they’re a pallid, blind lot, the trog-
lodytes.  Their pelvis is a complicated affair that comes complete with 
a pair of long spines.  Some have also lost their hind legs.  All that’s 
left of their pelvis is a lopsided bone, smaller on the right than on the 
left:  the ghost of pelvis past.
Pelvic loss is much less common than armor loss.  Some of the invad-
ers carried this rare version with them.
Let’s turn now to the ghostly pelvis.  Some of the females are switched 
on everywhere except the pelvic region & the pelvis doesn’t grow.  
They have crushed faces & abnormal pituitaries that cause them to 
die young.  Intriguingly, they also have reduced forelimbs. Left to 
their own devices for four & a half billion years, what would happen? 
Here, I’ve focused on one particular version of the evolutionist’s 
dream.  But there are many others:  the spiky pelvis, the evolved fe-
male foregut, rows of bony plates.  Marooned & isolated, these invad-
ers subsist, the exits of the lakes closed.
Lara
 G
len
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Family Planning
[The testimony of the Queen]
The Surgeon General
had a slit implanted in the middle of his chest 
He nested it in a doily
of Spanish lace His “most magnificent slit”
 wore a 16th C. ivory ruff
The swans honking
among his organs puked up trash & a case of syringes
When I saw his cosmetically-implanted slit
I snapped out a shriveled rib
& shook it at him
causing his slit to bulge
 & his false tentacular udders
coaxed me
into a hospital bed  
 I poked at his slit with my IV stand
 It snarled uncouthly
 in its Spanish ruff
& spat out his official state seal 
La
ra
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le
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Jundee Ameriki
At the VA hospital in Long Beach, California,
Dr. Sushruta scores open a thin layer of skin
to reveal an object traveling up through muscle.
It is a kind of weeping the body does, expelling
foreign material, sometimes years after injury. 
Dr. Sushruta lifts slivers of shrapnel, bits
of coarse gravel, road debris, diamond-shaped
points of glass—the minutae of the story
reconstructing a cold afternoon in Baghdad,
November, 2005.  The body offers aged cloth
from a burka dyed in blood, even shards of bone.
And if he were to listen intently, he might hear
the roughened larynx of this woman calling up
through the long corridors of flesh, saying
Allah al Akbar, before releasing
her body’s weapon, her dark and lasting gift
for this jundee Ameriki, who carries fragments
of the war inscribed in a trail of scar tissue,
a deep, intractable pain, the dull grief of it
the body must learn to absorb.
Note:  Jundee Ameriki is a transliteration of the Arabic for American soldier.
B
rian
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Mr. Gomme Does Not, I Think, Use This 
Word
c. Astrology—         A sway to the left and I see 
  the number two, even 
          a chasm.  No, that’s six.  I didn’t know 
  numbers could clamor like sound.
 
          A wetting of lips and telling of monsters.
A remarkable way to remember.   
a. Goblindom—
  Ruching, like hem, is
   what your hands look like.
    If I say so.  
     
  A heap of flesh 
    akin.  I am your glance rebounding.  
     
    In habit I read you   left to right,
       
alphabetically.  Whereas mugwump comes before mulatto—
      Preposterous.
     Your murmur is
    a parenthesis on white paper.  So, 
     I arrange you
          in a tri-fold.  Nearly.
b. Witchcraft—
I lick my fingers to get things going.
S
tevie C
url
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I never went to that movie at 12:45
I wasn’t honest with most of my boyfriends.
I just wanted to have as much sex as possible.
I never told my mom the real reason I got my tongue pierced. 
The cigarettes that weren’t mine were actually mine, every time.
I’m not really okay with being alone in any sense.
I have been afraid of the dark since I was 6 years old.
I wish girls liked me more.
There is an exact ratio of coffee, cream, and sugar in every cup I drink.
Half the books I own I have never read.
I am nervous for my blood work to come back.
The countless times I have called my gynecologist in panic.
The countless times I have had to ask for help because I don’t have insurance.
He asked me when I was getting married.
The scale must be wrong.
I got so excited about a sealing wax set and an orange serving spoon at an estate sale.
The feeling I got about buying something from an estate sale. 
I love crafts made by elderly women:  pressed flower cards, doilies, and knit 
   pot-holders.
I will go deeply in debt for vintage dresses that sway lightly in my closet.
I spent $192 at the Antique Mart on Broadway today:  a 1960’s Mod Print dress, a 
   1950’s solid wood bedside table, a sequins party dress.
The number of times I have to inventory our relationship before you forget where 
   I am.
I purposefully call you when you are sleeping, so “we must have just missed each 
   other.”
How much I would rather not do this.  
How much I love doing this.
D
ol
ly
 L
em
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What is Compulsory
I wasn’t thinking about you 
 coming home
until you came home 
but when you did I was glad
 I’d finished
It was  you could have
expected  nothing
(I did clean them as promised)
 I wasn’t thinking 
it was strange 
all the dishes  filled 
 with water 
on the counter 
saying nothing I could say 
you could understand They felt heavier 
the next time 
The chair I used 
was half my height of falling 
and afraid 
I was afraid  of them 
 slipping 
that when they did  slip 
you would tell  everyone 
L.K
. Leu
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To Go Insane from Happiness
 Translated from the Slovenian by Michael Taren & Tomaž Šalamun
Mites, gondolas, mothers, the strikebreaker 
is cold.  He fiddles.  I'm religious.  A haystack 
flashes.  He pushes a stone in his throat.  
I delude myself with a voice.  I swallow papa, 
my papa.  With my muscles I drizzle boats. 
To jackdaws with my mind.  A pocket, a peritoneum, 
a small toy.  Sunset gives a scholarship, opens 
a door.  Flavius of Acquitania is baking  
pancakes.  A sheep got lost in a movietheater.
Flavius of Acquitania beats on a cupboard.  Does he
 
want to get in?  Does he want to get out?  He 
doesn't beat on a cupboard.  He beats on blinds. 
A kayak overturns.  A haystack flashes.  When 
with my hand I skim my face, manna smells sweet.
To
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To Feed and Water Ourselves
and Others
 for E
Genesis as another word
for water on the knee.
As in, Exegesis,
motherfucker.  In combination
we moved like ducklings 
trailing a honking line of traffic.
In hindsight, all ribbons curled roundly.  
Is retrospect.  Vision checked as
20/25.  You are my twine-sign, 
my only twine-sign.
Left the jokes.  We didn’t mean them.
The color wheel sloppy.  The motor oil.  
Motor mouth.  Meet my left hand,  
it’s an open book.  It’s Miss Michigan.
It’ll do the trick.  Eyes closed.
Head tilted back.   Fish pose.
The bandage finds your children,
floating in the hot tub.
We were writing their lessons
in the other room.  On the hot roof,
hot tar and pigeons, clawing 
a plastic bag open.  Your husband and mother.
The food on the floor collecting
in a pile.  The feeling of relief.
The feeling of relief.  The need for glasses.
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from Disequilibrium
“I possess only distances”
You and I both
know this is only
true in that it
is accurate, just as “Poetry is 
nothing
more than numbers, arithmetic 
and proofs”
There is no separating me
from an economy
of me—blue
jeans, sweat beads
a knuckle airily
popping, record
player broken, the flitting
exigencies of song
arbitrarily carried by the street 
below
The mugs in the cupboard
shutter as a train
passes, the shifting limit
of equilibrium ceaselessly
lurching askew
C
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I ask you to devise a monstrance
in order to bear 
necessary questions
I ask you to think of the soldier 
as a prosthesis 
I ask you to remember the ending
of Cobra Verde, how Kinski finally
collapsed and the deformed man quit
his pursuit to gaze upon it
These surprises return
us to the galaxy named Fangs
A scorpion
A panopticon
I ask you to prepare an aperture 
I ask you to take my hand
I ask you (whispering) which 
is the way that leads 
me to you?
F
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Love 
Where lines breach we find this wrench-runner.1  Take the question of the 
elastic band, how it wavers organ-sized across the fortunate clump on the 
lawn.2  One way of moving would be doorbells, celebratory long-awaited meal 
an acre, and nodding off—when the chord changes move to the left and to the 
right.  My small white lodge is a mess of drafts.  Your incorrect move can only 
castle us into the dirt, a row of trees pardoning the shovel.3  This is the grace of 
groundbreaking.  The twitch will come if we wait, the wait will twitch if we 
come, the way checkered nipples will repeat4 our sauce anthem.5  The hook 
is alive and well.  Dance a shitty dance and cross your legs.  The cocoon em-
powered your grandmother’s wicker furniture and outlawed passing in favor 
of a long hug.  If I dig you a valentine will you love my destruction or my 
grapheme?  The groove is always emptying itself of another day.
1 Enunciation spreads us thin.
2 Being between kisses is neighboring. 
3 There is this illustration haunting me from my childhood where someone
   is setting up two chairs just to walk across them.
4 Even without the added acoustic tool of teeth.
5 This is probably the earliest anthem and the earliest chorus.  It is hard to
   see now how important it was or how it might have sounded.
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Gotta Light
She decided to take up smoking
again:  an entirely new probable
outcome unfolded—one not based
on struggle (casting infinite trajectories 
that hunt for trout and tires alike)
but on the ease of fewer, sparer,
essentialler hours—like a ripped,
faded fan before her flushed face. 
Jen
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(an offering)
The answer is the circle
  I read it on my hip
 tulips and the grown have
repetitious nature:
   you of all people should know
  red is not the hue of trepidation
 just pursuit, shot arrows
as mars in Sagittarius
 one day boy/girl, is today is tomorrow
good luck making your way across cosmos
 motoring thru the under-current of ozone w/ o mudras
   silica has a worldly occupation
  which won’t take long
 only forever
   the world is fake
I can see through it>
      <I can turn it over
  
   {::in a jar, I’m the jam::}
 a bit-off sweetness, casts aside
  locusts + the clouds have
    such suspicious stature
  in A time, modernity was
 on-sale and in various sizes:
                in the future, 
              I’ll be small again and you’ll be big
 A word—faint, ahead of light
  whose brightness genuflects both rise/set 
    in the rind of a cheek
  poets + the clowns have
occidental placement
Je
n
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Upon Hearing of the Death of Arty 
“Ears” Osinski
When the oily tide of Detroit recedes
to reveal the pock-marked concrete,
we can cruise the streets in our over-sized pick ups
looking for bodies to go with the names
we called each other in the squeaky voices
of our first cigarettes.  Or so we might imagine
if  given a sledgehammer and a wristwatch.
A tire iron and an unsuspecting present moment.
*
Ears.  When’s the last time anybody called you
that?  Or even, Mr. Ears?  Yeah, you, I’m talking
to you, dead guy.  The map got soaked in the rain
or with tears from those who filled your life after
the Agent X of leaving sent us off on our tiny boats
into factories or motor vehicles made in those factories
headed—I liked Pam and you liked Margo
and neither of them liked us—headed toward?
Our amphibious vehicles scattered everywhere but
North because that meant Canada where they might
search you at the border.  You died in a car.
I taught you how to drive.
*
Jim
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Thirty years collapse like that kid—yeah, the one—
alcohol poisoning, right.  The rest of us lived on
like a congressional district gerrymandered
to keep its slant as we stretched from high school
to age fifty.  Back home, I’m wading in the oil again
over the broken shells of beer bottles 
like some cheap swami at the state fair.  Remember? 
Dropout from the club of Shit Happens
But Not To Us.  I’m too late for whatever
funeral held wherever.  I remember 
your father’s wire spectacles as he barked
your name beneath the porch light
calling you in for a whipping
or maybe just calling you in.
*
So, I put my hands behind my ears
and push them forward
fanning them out in farewell.
Because you never complained.
Because you smiled.
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His Happy Jail Pants
High tailed to a cabinet
make way to plastic
push downs
pretty thumbnail pills:
nervous laugh or friendly ass,
a recess twirp
centipedes across
suits and stockings
wrapped in curtain
hem me offs
queers the ritual
felt up felt good
red on you
red on coke
red ring around
chanting
curtsy to kitty call
prick lightning bugs butt
for bug juice ball point
scrape ass on sidewalks
to write our street names
shoe sole mobile
constellated from wire
jostling elbows
to surface holes,
a leggy giraffe
on fire peeing
on every corner
of excitement
enriching yellowed
down
Jess R
ose
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head hit red door
sign read mind the matters, lurk it
make way for School of High Heys
walled in station wagon wood
worked in
a fool
to cry over
Fox and Hound
shelf life lined
bro films,
nugget scraps,
metal yawning bird
quaffed in two
for Tuesdays.
Have a cup of tea
sly taxidermy girl sits to ate cake
yammered for the move through
in mannered dare wrote on two rocks
keep it captain
taken in the drawer
drawn out lately
dying to walk out
a room good all
juiced on face.
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My First Valentine
Crackhead zombie is what you said
Crackhead zombie is what 
I remember drinking 
In some fallen piece of snow
There’s a fossil
A princess crab, jeweled in maiden ivory 
Snow, the last oblivion I remember seeing 
In crackhead zombie caves
To tie the cactus ribbon pink
To tie it to a place  
Where humans turned to animals 
Never turning back
C
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Heads or Tails 
Flowers, several kinds, 
of course, we were not allowed 
to pick them. 
We drove the old silver car 
through the graveyard
at a speed not even read
by the speedometer. 
Several kinds of trees now. 
The farmland merged with the lakefront
and we were quiet with the secret
which cannot be described
as either modern or old-style.
The dragonfly sensed otherness
before it settled on the dashboard.
The fire built in the center 
of the room without precautions. 
The sandstone cliffs eroding into sweet tea water.  
My speech as the papery curl of a birch tree. 
The fish eye blue with despair, 
its tail flapping with the fickleness
of new love, or the sudden
death of love. 
The ash from my cigar turning 
the ash of my cigar longer. 
C
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“Wild mysteries abound...”
*  *  *
Wild mysteries abound thy rocking plane, my love. 
Take from me this great camping gear and small stove.
A fever about the very chest we kept our stuff in.
It gets hot, you remove your clothes and go in the water.
A book I have had in my possession for some time
relates the story of a girl obsessed with the finishing
of a miniature wooden boat.  These fabric sails.  Masts.
And I took from the story numerous visions of solitary 
life, the awkward range of emotions sheltered in the 
heart.  A young enthusiast sunk in bottle glass.
This year was punctuated by a bare and restless viability.
In some uncomfortable manner, I lay in the garden,
atop the bloom and hollow, 
            “My back itches,” I cried,
“will you be a dear and find . . . oh yes, that’s it.”
                       In prairies, harbors, or above the humble
ripple of our lake, this sorrow I feel is baffling.  Just
yesterday I accompanied the children to the blackberry patch
and like the resourceful mouse pulled thorns from the paws
of each one.  I am sorry to write you such dreadful things
about my own self.  How dumb.  The growth of the world seems 
to dye the fancy of a playful intelligence such assuming colors.
Forced floral regeneration.  Ghost and pet.
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Your Own Winnebago
There’s a volcano in my Alaska, a Paris
     in my mesa and the bulldog
at the wheel looks at me with her awful
eyes and says “Sandra, there’s no time for
         a vinyasa, so skedaddle,” and in
dog paddling to the Eiffel Tower I see 
the shenanigans of topography, 
the loop-a-doop shooting stars crushing under their own weight,
          outrageously obese men and women
strolling down main street, happy as 
       snapping fingers to the brain stem’s want, the penny
 slots spitting rednecks as the song goes
“there’s a crater in my Moscow, a hickey
      on my Himalaya, a quicksand pit
on my 9th Tokyo, a Yucatan on this meteor impact
more idiotic than the Patriot Act, more 
     ancy than Shay’s rebellion,” so drop a few 
bouillon cubes in this verb 
brimming stew and call it petroleum,
      the new gold!, a wasp that flies 
into the vehicle and makes you double over
the yellow lines for good measure. 
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Dear Treatment, 
Before the soul was invented, before 
the hematoma on Nun’s arm, in
           the enervated sepsis, on intertwined nudes 
sick with stabs (so the euphemism—nude—fails), 
        in syncope’s ventricle-less 
vulva, incense simmering, skin undulating in jubilees 
              with chipped ghosts, with anxieties like 
who will be my guide to the next work? 
I cut tendons to find it, broke metacarpals,
       used the speculum to reach 
the fluted place that this vestigial light is never 
allowed to bounce off of, rubbed sheep’s fat
   and dust, tied veins until they 
shriveled in the eyeballs. 
I contained leechbooks.  I contained
the theologian’s instruments, the history of institutions, 
debunked theorems where men and women
sat and stared as their feet shrunk
to their thighs waiting for an answer. 
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Panty Poems
Panty#VS07
The woman behind the counter straightened her suit jacket and said the free 
panty must be pink and pliable, plain also.  But mostly something you would 
find dangling from a twig in a wooded area, with a web woven into the 
cotton lining and an aluminum can rattling under it to mark the spot.  “Oh, 
okay,” the girl said, studying the coupon, then reading the fine print that said 
You will find me in the highest branch or in the sturdiest mailbox, like a letter from an 
old forgotten grandmother.
Panty#6
Opening the door to her basement bedroom, she sees a tropical rainforest 
and this is the canopy:  One panty, two panty, three.  Tights and hose.  But the 
worst part is the disco globe, a black plastic globe with pink purple teal light-
ing up her room and ceiling tiles.  “We were only trying to surprise you,” the 
neighbor says.
Panty#18
How to unwrap your panty liner without crinkling it:  Be careful, hold it in 
the palm of your hand to warm up the wrapper.  If you crinkle it even once, 
other women in the women’s room will know you are unwrapping a panty 
liner.  That’s what stalls and tiles are for.  They echo.  And the little metal 
napkin disposal, it echoes too. 
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No Country for Young Ladies
A caftan 
with extended hard-on 
was Oscar. 
As plebes fit to any movement—
qualities 
from her breastplates tonight: 
Why good image,
it’s that of swagger
and segmented wit.
I look, camera.
I looked all 
together, pregnant, and close-fitting.
Fit breastbone, consumption fit,
darker, 
funereal.
They got the
red-dresses-will-eradicate-yr-heart 
memo.  Right.
Think public: 
down 
the up premiere escalator.
B
ecca K
laver
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9G "Hiawatha." 
counted in a single assembl, the patient comes to the window of the medicine room 
great damage to the upper b wi t-hout any significant interruption of your rest poem was fiercely assailed 
some instances have been knuwu to Klll tne tree, oy tne 110 tue usual way Dy ignorant, unsympathetic criticism, to 
continual destruction of the growing boughs. which Mr. Longfellow paid no attention. It is said, how-
The color of the rook is a harboring certain regrets ! abo ut :r. Fields-then the Boston publisher of Long-
how he had used some laboratory materials 
wastes from the body tissues as advocated in the Scriptures 
blue being more conspicuous on the wing-coverts and the J fellow's works-one day hurried off in a state of great 
sides of the head and neck, 'l'he bird may be easily re- excitement to Cambridge-that morning's mail having 
cog_nized'. even _at a distance, : and I knew I could not sleep well unless I made it ttacks ancl par_odies, 
white sktn, which serves to c right!isn it uuw , ... ., urvw. j •u f ti ff t f th 3red, of a seriously· 
The length of an adult rook i ---.n'-"•00n n~ nineteen ~' except or i e e ec s o e 
inches. expe n ences through which they have pas~ed. w," i\Ir. Fie!Js exclaimed,. 
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The late Rev. Dr. B. F. Cocker. 9'7 
burstiu~ into the poet's study, "these atrocious libels 
mnst be stopped." 
Longfellow glanced over the papers without comment. 
H•nding them back, he quietly asked : "By-the-way, 
Fields, bow is •Hiawatha• selling ?" 
"Wonderfully !" replied the excited publisher; "none 
of your books has ever had such a sale." 
"Then," said the poet, calmly, "I think we bad better 
let these people go on adverti~ing it."-The Ffreside. 
'When you feel the urge to talk about people, 
You are becoming a man. 
BENJA~ITN F. COCKER, D.D., LL.D., whose portrait we 
present on this page, was Professor of Psychology, Specula-
tive Philosophy and the Philosophy of Religion, in the 
University of Michigan, 
from the year 1869 t o his 
death, which occurred at 
Ann Arbor, Mich., on the 
'8th of April. 
Your parents have lived longe r 
The ,f;ls,~als u~~:e1'n,r~dm;:~: 
bury, Yorkshire, England, 
in 1821, and received II fair 
English education nt King 
James's Grammar School. 
His early life was devoted 
to business pursuits as a 
woolen manufacturer, and 
It is the skeleton to Lannces-
of a t een-age boy'• and 
u11 me:,1uuurne, ne carried on 
a large and lucrative busi-
ness. The great panic of 
1856 involved him and the 
whole colony in almost 
financial ruin, but he saved 
enough to purchase a 
small vessel, and to go on a 
trading voyage to New Zea-
land and the Friendly and .... 
You are now in a transition period . 
quainted with him, and gave him charge of a church in 
the small village of Palmyra. From thence his fame and 
reputation as a preacher rapidly spread, and he was soon 
called in succession to the finest churches of the Detroit 
Conference. In 1869 he was appointed to the Central 
Methodist Episcopal Church of Detroit, but in the same 
year the Chair of Philosophy in the University being 
vacant, he accepted the position and resigned his pastorate. 
In the University he was esteemed and loved more, per-
haps, than any man in Michigan, and many students all 
over the world will deeply deplore his loss and cherish his 
memory. To a pure, beautiful and transparent life he 
added remarkable power in the pulpit, and as a preacher 
he was uniformly successful. All classts of people flocked 
to hear, and were alike enthusiastic in praise of his won-
derful powers. He possessed in a remarkable degree 
the rare faculty of presenting, both in his sermons and 
lecture$, the deepest JJhilo-
sophical thought in a way 
to be readily understood by 
his hearer,. As a culture;! 
Christian apologist he is 
in the front rank. In 1870 
he pn blished "Christianity 
and Greek Philosophy"; in 
1873, "Lectures on the 
Truth of the Christian 
Religion"; in 1875, the 
" Theistic Conception of 
the World"; and after-
ward, "Evidences of Christ-
ianity " and the " Hand-
book of Philosophy.•·• He 
leaves vah1able manuscrip1$, 
which we hope are suffi-
ciently advanced for post-
humous publication. In 
December last Dr. Cocker 
was stricken with pleuro-
pneumonia, from which he 
appeared to be slowly re-
covering, but unfortunately 
he suffered a relapse, which 
in two days proved fatal. 
much happier to whatever signal flashes into view _ THE WILL OF GOD. 
just as a piece of electrical equipment is activated "Thy will bedoneonearth,as 
the electric currentd William THE LATB RBV, DR ••• F. COCKER, OF THR UNIVERSITY OF it is in h c aven."-MATT. vi.10. 
Wilson, with the latter of ANN ARBOR, ,ucmOAN. How DIFFERENT would 
whom Mr, Cocker was once set apart to be eaten by the this earth become if this petition were accomplished, and 
savages, who had surrounded them and had commenced the will of God were done here as it is on high. When 
their death-song, when the two Englishmen, by a des- we think of that region where the angels who excel 
perate effort, burst through the line, and fortunately re- in strength continually delight to do His commandments, 
g,,ined their boat, pulling for dear life down the stream, we see how far short our standard falls and how unlike 
while the grinning and hungry cannibals lined the banks, our ways are to theirs. 
In returning to Australia Mr. Cocker suffered shipwreck Yet to every true follower of Christ the will of God is 
over Island of Tonga, but the crew and himself were dear and precious, and he loves to think that it was once 
the delicate ornaments l to Sydney. Alter rema~ning there perfectly done, for thirty-three years, even on this sinful 
d l --- uo ouiled with his family for America ; earth. Th_erii was One who said, "I delight to do Thy 
eve _ _?~~e!1.S _ ~ags,ey experienced a shock of earthquake, will, 0 my God"; and when even to Him the time came 
and landed at Callao, Peru, proceeding thence, 11ia Panama, when the question was not of doing but of suffering; when 
New Orleans, the Mississippi and Chicago, to Adrian, Mich. the cup set before Him was more bitter than the heart ol 
Here lived a clergyman, who in Australia had once pro- man can · conceive, it fills us with awe, as we hear that 
mised to help the wanderer. On the journey from Chicago, Holy One, in all the mystery of His self-sacrifice for us 
one of the younger children died, and the doctor entered and for our salvation, uttering those words to His Father 
Michigan, as be often s•id, "with fifty cents in his pocket which bespoke the reality of his anguish, "Not My will, 
and a dead child in his arms." In Adrian the Presiding but Thine be done I" 
Elder of the Methodist Episcopal Church became nc- It is thus that He who took upon Him our nature has 
suddenly on the twenty-first birthday it opens into the urethra. 
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from The Journal of X
003.03.0000
The grace of waking is the sleep that follows.  The 
grace of waking is the sleep that follows.  The grace of 
sleep is the wake that follows.  The grace that follows.  
The phrase looped over and over as I lay awake and 
asleep the film reel of snowy mountains shuttling past 
my eyes in the dark feeling.  Over and down.  Whether 
early into the night or late toward morning, whether 
the day had already passed, had turned with a half-twist 
clockwise or counter like a Möbius strip and begun 
anew to repeat itself I could not tell, nor would it have 
mattered, for time blurred and yet at that point in my 
life, during those incremental years which felt like a 
railroad being built at a snaillike pace toward some un-
known city, it seemed there was no progress, as if I were 
always floating between the reality of my mattress in 
this stationary house and the play of light and shadow 
whether my eyes were open or closed.  I remember 
sensing one moment that if I craned my head out the 
frost-speckled window I might have seen the name of 
the last station in stenciled letters, perhaps an antique 
font, and an older man boarding at the last moment a 
train in the other direction.  And if I waited a few more 
moments and rose up out of my berth, opened the win-
dow, and looked ahead might I have seen the name of 
the same station approaching through the drifts, then 
the echoing chamber of the its Second-Empire glassy 
morning and iron and the same man exiting the train 
in the other direction stare up at me with a look of 
recognition?  And I remember thinking as I pulled the 
white sheet up over my eyes as I had as a child and 
then opened them, I would have seen the intermittent 
sun from the snow-covered firs and the dark columns 
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of electricity poles spaced every half-kilometer wash 
over the sheet and leave their mark on my eyes like a 
palimpsest after I closed them and saw myself with lug-
gage in one hand and the other steadied on shoulders 
of those seated as I walked backward down the aisle, 
feeling nauseated, as the train shunted forward with 
its awful momentum against each step that brought 
me closer to the little cabin where I would slip into 
my bunk and pull the fresh sheet up to my chin and 
lay there with my eyes open for how long I wouldn’t 
know because sleep would come, as it always did for 
me, with a rush of amnesia.  I believe I have been sub-
ject throughout my life to bouts of fainting, sudden 
collapses in energy that have left me bereft and have 
found me waking after an onset of narcolepsy in an 
empty theatre, or on the shag carpeting in a rundown 
boardinghouse in Zurich, or on the way up the stairs 
or down, I forget, in a rented apartment, perhaps near 
Cologne where I know I once visited, resting for a sec-
ond with my hand on the rail until a brief tap on the 
back and a hello by a stranger returned me for a while 
to the things of this world and with them to the haunt-
ing awareness that I was unwell.  When I would come 
to, it was as if I had answered a telephone in the dark, 
startled and flummoxed by a voice of someone calling 
through the tunnels of sleep and my first reaction was a 
dazed, meaningless word, empty of content, something 
to indicate not more than I was there:  Speaking I would 
mutter.  And as I would rest upright in my bed recount-
ing what had happened or what had not while I was 
away, wherever it was that I went when I slept, trying 
to remember whether if one particular trip I had kept 
walking through the square in search of calm in the 
high-ceiling interior of a nearly empty café or rather 
I had first paused some distance and stared at a young, 
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uncommonly pretty girl listening through a small por-
table radio about the size of a book to Edith Piaf ’s “Les 
Mots D’amour” while erasing something in her journal 
before I restarted my search for the café where I would 
take a table in the shade, out of sight from others, and 
there begin to think of her.  And as I later lay in bed 
struggling to recall this or other memories, the scenes 
would exfoliate before my eyes, peeling away to a caus-
tic whiteness of theatre screens and leaving me with 
the impression that perhaps each moment had been 
imagined, the red cobblestones through which a few 
blades of grass had grown and the feeling of dyspepsia 
at the realization that the other tall, thin, long-armed 
girls with high cheek-bones cooling by the Mannerist 
fountain were likely Romanian prostitutes.  Or was the 
etiology of this feeling not that they were, but that I 
wanted them to be, that I would have it no other way 
and this possibility left me feeling I had betrayed myself 
and that perhaps I had become an unreliable narrator 
in my own novel driven by undisclosed impulses I sub-
limated into writing.  But this isn’t a novel, I remember 
telling myself, it’s my life, and yet I sometimes would 
wonder then and still now if the person who is writing 
and the person who is being written about are of the 
same mind, are on the same proverbial page.  From the 
earliest days memory would come in black and white 
sequences often visually layered and spliced with films 
I had watched over and over until they began to dete-
riorate, sometimes right in the middle of watching or in 
the midst of a dream my father’s face—how I pictured 
he’d appear—would superimpose over Charles Foster 
Kane’s or over the faceless Peter Lorre in M purchasing 
a balloon when the projector’s heat would eat through 
the emulsion and I would wake up in a beam of sun-
light as if I too were simply a projection of some su-
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perior intellect and then collapse wetly back into the 
mattress.  The grace of waking is the sleep that follows, 
I would whisper into my own ear, falling asleep before 
the last word hit the air, my mouth parted like a fish, I 
waited to be resuscitated even as I envisioned someone 
would slip into my room and next to the clock-radio 
drop a DNR order and once and forever I would fol-
low the staircase out to the street to the station where 
with her hair strangely piled up in the shape of a conch 
shell was a woman, perhaps my mother, who looked 
like Edith Piaf was waiting for my departure.  I was 
and still am homeless in the dark, and thus liberated.  
And whether sleep was for a few minutes of refuge or 
for hours that would slide into whole days filled with 
wide blank fields where sunbeams formed shifting ge-
ometries of line and angle, at some moment inevitably I 
would find myself, I was always finding myself in those 
years, gripping a suitcase as the hydraulic  door suc-
tioned its breath behind me and the train trundled into 
the mountain like a centipede.  I would watch the wind 
speed along the sides of the illuminated cellular win-
dows, sixty per second past rain-filled quarries, small 
German farms of thatched cottages set back from the 
rails, and the white fluorescence of cobra lights through 
the drifting snow, each flake’s hexagonal symmetry vis-
ible, and I knew—and such was the probable source 
of my unease—the unblinking train’s eye created out 
of the ether the screeching space in front of it.  My 
lungs rising and falling.  Each trompe l’oeil was where 
desire whether real or celluloid, would in a moment of 
lucidity materialize and disappear and if I were in an in-
stant summoned to the triangular door of the A-frame 
where now in the winter of 2XXX I live and write, I 
would be as apt to see a funnel cloud forming on the 
horizon as I would Oslo with its leaning cluster awash 
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in borealis light, so green I would wonder if it were the 
glasses I wore. For reasons unknown to me, I was cer-
tain my life was moving to a predetermined end and I 
wondered then and now if I had arrived at that end or 
if I had somehow passed it and was now to live out my 
remaining years retrospectively.  Both thoughts filled 
my stomach with ice water, an endless melancholy in 
the context of flux, and all I could do was hope that the 
next turn would be beautiful rather than worse.
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celestial
 —l.a., the mid-1950s
her name was ella, elle, french for all woman,
everywoman, she, the third person, feminine,
hippy, buxom, regal curls piled atop her head,
soft shiny crown for her heavenly voice, the soaring
swooping bird, the orchestra in her throat, the stars
in her eyes, the star in front of her eyes each night,
one week, at the mocambo, her name was norma,
she wasn’t normal, blonde, her name was marilyn,
the i in angelic, first person, created, an immaculate
concept, the image of pure beauty, sound, power,
her name was ella, elle in french, all women
in her, eyes the star in front of her eyes, each night,
glamorous, first lady of song, iconic, backstage,
the effort behind the effortlessness, the exercise,
the training, the makeup that made up the woman,
her name was norma, marilyn, ella, est-elle, the star.
Evie S
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L’Art Brut
The moon tonight is a lit canoe shrouded in a curl of mist.
The men at the bar aren’t buying this.  The moon is a housewife’s
fingernail.  Drink to the moon as the arc of a woman on top.  All
shit about the moon is shit.
The moon is the light pelvis of a girl dusted of earth.  Forensic
moon.  Moon of the Observer.
I am sorry to see it, night after night, scar in the blue skin of the desert.
Oh, yes.  The day that is so blue and the night so underblue.
The men at the bar aren’t buying.  They want to hear about the moon’s tits.
They were, I say, pink top hats spun upon the alps.
Looks more like a canoe, they say, with me and Dog.  The sky is the shore, they say.
And Dog clambers asaintly up.
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With Her Voice in My Head
Who says, I know her?  or That no children come from me to love.  Who does the 
asking?  Does it matter?  Give me the lotus that grows in the house you built 
in your stomach.
I taught her how to talk about sex.  She taught me how to like it.
Like a spool, unwinding.  Is being a poet an accident?  People do sometimes 
stare, gaping, and sometimes I lift my skirt.
Jiggling, that Jello word.  She said, I don’t like that underwear.  It makes my butt 
jiggle.  They made her buy a pair.  I imagine you discovering there’s nothing 
between you and me.  The smell of me where everyone can hear.
The day of the jiggling underwear, a man tailed their car, catching up enough 
to slip out his tongue, to flap it.  
Is it too expected to play with the word consort?
The man in the Chevy flirts with wires under the glove compartment.  I can 
only see his feet.
I try to ask her if living without regrets means you only wear flannel.
In this wondering wound.  That’s what she wrote.  The Chevy man leaves.  No 
oil stain.  The SUV’s all have rear window washers.  I’d like to magic you.  I’d 
like to hear that.
Note:  Italicized lines in first and last stanzas are from Joanne Kyger
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Dear Dr. Limnologist,
Speak wave,     the waters’ language.
Time waves.     (Wave, Time!)
                       (wavetime!)
Dr. Limnologist,
        Cladophora is not a venereal disease
                  nor      is it good with white tea 
                  red bath towels, & Pringles.
(The dead call the waves comfort.
Call comfort from the waves, the dead.)
Dr. Limnologist,
        have you ever tried to put a wave in pantyhose?
Mind the water, Dr. Watermind, bell buoys &
        barges, tankers, zebra mussels, fishflies, & all.
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The Wild Rabbit 
They froze hard, stared
at one another from the sides
of their heads—the wild rabbit
muscular and electric on his haunches
and Sergei—soft and fluffy and plump,
bred a jet black impractical
in the natural world—Who can know
what thoughts or recognitions, what early
memories, what collective images 
of a lineage of species passed 
in his small bunny mind—
The wild rabbit bolted away.
“Sergei, that was a wild rabbit, did you
see that rabbit?” I exclaimed.  “A rabbit 
just like you,” I said, though my heart 
felt drowned and sick.  “Sergei, let’s catch up
with that rabbit,” I cried out, my voice tense
with a shrill exuberance.  I ran a few steps
and looked back over my shoulder, hoping
Sergei would hop after me, hesitant
at first perhaps, but then faster, more confident,
growing into the stride, and then 
we would streak together through the far field
like the wild rabbit had.  
And then I hoped—I knew—
Sergei would outstrip me, far outstrip me, 
flying on his powerful rabbit haunches, leaping,
soaring over the field, 
in bounds and zigzags, breathless with the joy
of his own incredible strength and speed, his
rabbit agility unleashed there at the brink
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of the crepuscular world, a rabbit’s
world, and he, suddenly one with his own
mastery, his birthright, his ease, a puzzle piece
fit from a former life—
And then, I imagined—I hoped—
Sergei would come back to me, find me
on the periphery of his world at that spot
where his bright existence outstreaked mine,
as fantastic as a passing comet, that spot
where I stopped breathless and panting
to watch him in amazement and overwhelming 
pride, and humility at his miraculous life 
and his miraculous means, and he would
forgive me then and we could go home
together in the dusk, back indoors to my 
halogen-lamp-lit, lo-pile-carpeted one-bedroom rental 
rattling like a rotten tooth by the cargo tracks
there at the end of our dead-end street.
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Selection 
 — for the  Real  Animals,  the coded
 animals  with  their finite  sequences
  live  in a   physical  space
 surrounded by  all the  versions  they could
  have  been,    the  invisible, the
 Almost  Animals,  almost  given
  breath  to exist—  or   breath 
 in time—  just  as breath    sculpted
  in time   makes  a rhythm   of real
 words   that  fill  portions of
  the invisible  grid of  stressed  and unstressed
 syllables,  all the  infinite  words
  that could  have been  spoken,  sounded 
 in space.  The grid  extends  in the air,
  unfolding  back  through  centuries,
 back before  the first  words  were hung
  upon it,   ornaments  of proof  and
 stretching  onward,  beyond  the languages
  we  recognize,  far beyond  our own
 scattered  patches  where  on the
  tapestry  we sewed  words,  spoke,
 surrounded   by the selves  that could  have
  spoken,  those  ghost   selves 
  that  lifted  from us   as we 
  turned  towards, as  we turned  away—
 and  invisibly  became   all the
  selves  we  never  became,
   for  whatever  reason—
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A Poem To Be Folded into the Shape of 
a Slipper 
A grackle has no interest in the far corner of the field to which it is 
briefly pinned.  Admittedly, I put it there.  Another piece of architecture 
giving the elements something to act upon.  Dent in the windshield. 
Creak in the door.  Day lavishly without language.  A better subject
for paint, bitter subject of presupposition.  A man, rubbing together
two dimes, removes a shovelful of dirt beneath his freshly constructed
thought.  Distraction:  the best way of looking at anything.  I have no interest 
in a perfectly clear glass of water on the kitchen counter, in perfection
turning the bird into an embodiment of disturbance.  Grass drying 
on pavement, dieing on pavement.  Underneath opacity, it is difficult 
to see.  The Dictionary of Symbols is suspiciously free of an entry for
the aforementioned grackle.  Absolved of concern, it should be observed 
that a fact can’t be corroborated by its bearing of the earth on its back.
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from The Plot Genie
ACROSS BLACK ASPHALT carved
into gum mastics and jungle fern,
 if house is meadow, if house is brain,
 if long red lies the shore and action is abated,
among others who are 
we were trying to quit 
the world, and head straight
into larval stage of indigenous waters
           on flat raft,
 R with golden sickle,
 E with moonstruck veil,
           burning her card of the old maid––
Comedy Boy was just thinking,
if E and R would get into that dingy
I would no longer have to travel
between them in resinous breath
of cosmicity’s piney woods,
as if I am on leash of vestigial
lizard tail! 
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   Redhead wanting
   me to dye her eyebrows 
   and pluck out her mustachios,
  
Handsome Dead Man 
rising in room after room
lighting cigarettes room
after room, Handsome Dead Man
  giving a small laugh, 
  saying things like, “I’d 
  like to show you
  
  I’m not talking out the back
  of my neck,” laughing
in the sunshine,
in a tired-looking raincoat,
in the excellency of going on, in a tired-looking raincoat,
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     R:  You mean we can’t win?
     E:  No, we can’t win.
Handsome Dead Man, giving a small laugh, in a tired-looking raincoat.
“I’d like to show you I’m not talking out of the back of my neck,”
before a glass-fronted building,
laughing in the sunshine,
in the raincoat,
pensive,
A man goes to the doctor and says, Doc, I’m not feeling so well.
Ok, the doctor says, I want you to tell me a typical day, what you do 
from the minute you wake up to the minute you go to bed.
“Well, I wake up and I vomit, and then I
“Whoa.  Wait, wait a minute.
You do what?  You wake up and you vomit?”
“Yeah.
Doesn’t everybody?
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“I’d like to show you I’m not talking out of the back 
  of my neck”
A l l  t h o s e  p e o p l e  t h e y  p u t  i n  t h e 
  d e a t h  h o u s e.
THE DEATHHOUSE
     Hey Doc here comes the DA
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Bottoms  Up
                  A very stable negativity 
Do not despair for at least another 5 minutes.
While you take a break to feed your demons
                   —a very complicated piece of cooking
                         but worth it for the world
            is starting to seem other than it is
 An exhausted song sparrow has just arrived
               from the north
                  starting to locate
                     some ease 
                        into this space
 The season’s first rain is gentle
                                   and all day long  
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Sorting
  It’s amazing how articulate you can be
 without any idea of what you are saying
 Lots of hair tearing and vocalizations
 One hears the nation needs ‘energy!’ ‘growth!’
 What about ‘repose!’
                   Quick silver slinky blue fox
             jumps into the dream
“The virtuous leader passes among his subjects
      with the ease of the wind”
“Is this a war?”
 “Yes, I would say this is a war”
  Steely eyed—
      “Russia has pushed the envelope.”
               Is ‘failure’ a fake judgment?
               “I’m so imperfect I can hardly bare to breathe”
   “Notice the quality of light at this hour”
                              It takes about five minutes
                                for graciousness
                             to set in
                  Keep aiming
                            for simplicity of thought
          unless, of course
                               you like over-abundance
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                    Assume the world’s wealth
                          is in pebbles 
                              and leaves
                                just laying there
       on the ground
68
“A line of hills”
A line of hills
Then a line of hills where the grass ends
And heat travels through trees
Into a happiness
Akin to the great happiness of imaginary children
Whitens the sky
How wonderful and final
My life becomes
The grit of the deathbed earth grows soft
A flight of swifts
Lifts an agate meadow to the sky
Kittenish alpine blown-apart dandelion
I have caught sight of my true friend
Rounding the hillside in his cloak of rain
D
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[petition for an alien relative]
a fine rain.  the light from what we called the embassy
pulsed with watchful architecture:  the illusion
of a system, circulatory, money or electricity, blood
& we hunched further over where we imagined 
the axis of our hearts to be.  on a border between borders, 
between no & where we were, exactly—standing. 
we stood there touched by fine & by mist.  conjunctively 
our hands as if the password hadn’t always been locked
trembled.  a graphic designed before the human lifted off
the sample grass; an eye on each wing, one side of each
& we watched its (blinking) flight.  even without wind
the idea of a flag unfurls.  new names are not new things
& the logic of this, at least horizontally, a hinge.
a fine mist.  a permanently changing address.  the point 
at which particles no longer fall or fall together but 
isn’t this just like joy, this hovering, free of any surface
approaching a form of citizenship?  the light 
weakened with the words heavy on the ground with rain.  soon 
in the line we were waiting in.  convoys on the horizon, 
as the horizon.  the minute you take a number you agree
to be—& you held up your finger as a way to end the sentence
to your lips.   a numeric gesture.  a line under which no
signature ever is required, for ever or for how ever long.
it was nearly adequate to be silent. 
you flipped open the video camera & the rain,
when you turned it upside down, fell in the same direction
because we were falling with it.  how far 
does a border extend beneath the earth
before it becomes earth?  the line a little further.
we filmed ourselves with these expressions.  we filmed ourselves
with our eyes closed, the rain now raining inside itself
on two screens, three, we were somewhere underground, wide-eyed 
& flooded with questions, like all survivors.
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Diving for Wine Vases  
The Christ will slide-return on lightning ladders 
 while I, storm-ignorant, read Frank O’Hara talk of cormorants.    
 From sliding glass window, rescue boats
continue diving practice.  The heart’s long limb is with them, 
 worried for drowning victims but today, marine archaeologists salvaged 
ancient wine vases piled on the hull of a 2,350-year-old cargo ship 
 lying on the seabed off of Cyprus’ southern shore.  The Mediterranean  
  island’s maxed out Antiquities Department will attend to this 
vessel, one of a few ill-fated commercial ships from the late Classical period— 
 mid-fourth century B.C.—to have been discovered but overlooked
like school photographs.  Divers said the ship rests beneath 150 feet of water,
 partially intact with only a few of the 500 amphorae-type, terra cotta vases 
 used in antiquity to ferry liquid and even perfumes, which begs more study 
or so I’ve heard.  I’ll retrieve my reading glasses held together with putty. 
 These amphorae carried red wine, reputed to be the most expensive 
of classical antiquity, from the Aegean island of Chios.  How enteogens pass 
  out of written myth.  Let me light the cig and pour pinot noir in deference.  
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Meditation After Prayer
 It’s only rain and sleet and freezing sheen over everything 
that makes it all look real.  The dying time so things can be born again.
 Someone scratched some marks into the walls of a cave
as if to say something, as if to show the way into a world that didn’t exist yet
but could be heard, like a great army, trudging across the hills from far away.
 I am far away sometimes, although not entirely by choice.  What happens
after prayer is a question in the form of heat that tingles my spine 
just to the edge of pain, where we like it.  I can’t say it any other way.
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The History of a Lake Never Drowns
We fished for porcelain, traded childhood wampum in shards of blue
 
Summer thunder levitated a tiny body in bed
Your head, tender poppy, white-shaped lung tired like a sinner watching the sun go 
   down
Think how many little words have passed by and not noticed you
The dock was a xylophone you dove from
 
Lightning slung past me reddening the water, it bled where your swimming stopped 
I’ll widow, I’ll always form a body to mourn
Shape behind the shape, chartered, gland-like in what to give
 
The bank above burned grasses blue like icing
Drowning is only levitation above the lake’s floor
 
When I unclutter, when a memory goes out, there is a bride inside me
A hole in the water where your body once was
Ju
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Nearly Forgetting the Anniversary of 
Your Leaving
A street vendor tells me,
you made it,
there’s only one Time
left, just as a lady 
steps out of a bail bond.
A wall mirror slips
from under her arm.
The falling reflection—
a sweeping row of storefronts, many
without windows.
Slivers tinsel
the sidewalk, cling
to her blouse
like a gasp.
Over my shoulder
the vender yells, Watch Out! 
D
avid G
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Treatment Options
Inside, the palm and fingers,
remain young to mock the blotted
asters of the back of the hand
the young are much alike we
separate into selves;
the young know each other.
Reveron, after diagnosis,
made dolls for which he made
birdhouses and birds
the threshold is horizontal
the pillar vertical
and there a world intersects
I know such people, across
their palms lines deepen
*
you will catch them
staring, horrified, into it,
the cup of self before them
a universe engaged and silent;
or consider a hand
like a mirror is nothing in
itself, neither adds nor subtracts
from the self reflected.
He made dolls for which
he made beds and clothes
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and books and groceries
and love of a sort, miniature
love and hats and gloves
with fingers.  Breakable but
not divisible.  Fingers removable
from the hand, the glove.
A rule of thumb, save
someone daily, self
included.  Cheerfully.
7
6 David Berman
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Three Poems
Inarticulate Confession 
 
that pussy at the end of the road 
is plucking my last nerve 
 
 
 
The Rhythm Of A Dangerous Dance 
 
if you die 
love continues 
 
 
 
Sense Of The Meeting 
 
I go where the opportunity is most 
lacking. 
Otherwise, I am 
not.
Joe W
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target
mummy said i don’t need to wear
my good pair of     formal
    khakis
  so i don’t
you can purchase the following 
objects there 
 juice cups  blue
    navy
   blue
    white
 dvds 
 on sale 
 for $ 9.99
   thomas the tank engine 
   top 
the turkey sandwiches at the snack bar 
are rated under    
         heavily
what they should be 
 really 
 i like them
but the mayonnaise condiment stain 
on my        thomas the tank engine
       top
doesn’t symbolize any feeling particularly
daddy can’t occupy accompaniment 
he’s thumbsucking infinity
          it’s not synthetic
hypothetically    mummy can commence 
    swiping his credit card 
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     by visa
   when shopping 
  concludes
 at one of the open 
red checkout lanes 
   
economically reasonable i scream
he was always so opulently frugal
objects which i desired which were never
reciprocated in his presence
 toy interpretation of thomas 
 the tank engine’s primary 
          antagonist
     diesel
 toy interpretation of thomas
 the tank engine’s bff
     percy
 toy interpretation of thomas 
 the tank engine
     himself
my honesty feelings are such 
i could capsize his shins
then force him to express apologies 
for eliciting reverberations 
in my toe bones
the screamer is 
 deliriously 
 passionately 
 concerned about
learning 
80
curves 
international 
incorporated  
  
there is never an occasion where he has to listen up
to the audible coupons announced via 
loud speaker system
 
mummy believes he has lead poisoning 
proceeding supper it’ll probably be impatient
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Clasp
Lasting until the new year and then 
Bone dry
 Unable to move if not 
Why
 A clear picture put aside
In favor of 
 What is not appropriate 
An empty house under a grey sky
     Says what
Should be stripped of
   Commotion
Real voices or real lives
   Might do 
Before a new moon turns cold
    Like that 
Cramped undertow
  Making questions into 
Bitter seas between us
Is this so 
 Unopened and quiet
Like
 The wrong price at
    The right time 
For making hours seem 
    More than days
G
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Three Poems
Error
what’s called a normal.  life a series how long.  of grainy errors.  irritating if 
you feel that way.  about errors.  rather than be afraid of words or not really.  
afraid but a sense on an empty stomach.  of having already said more.  hauled 
water from.  than was there.  or that a task could.  while they happen to you.  
circumscribe.  the most terrible things happen.  
Silence
your silence which.  with a question of punctuation.  seems to repeat.   
elsewhere a long complicated life.  syllable by syllable isn’t.  the slightest pause.  
what I wanted and.  therefore this curving.  to tell you.
Intentions
I can’t being heavier now.  attribute.  bad intentions to you.  because pressed.  
silent as when sleep.  comes.  you’re so totally without.  intentions altogether 
and unable.  to use not drifting either.  though known as cold or.  flat words 
could.  come to mean disarmed.
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The Kitchen: Towards an
Arrangement1
1
On arranging one’s kitchen several imperatives come into play. Functional-
ity. Accessibility. Conservation. Aesthetics. A kitchen takes upon itself the role 
of conductor: conducting nutritional well-being, sanitation health, and social 
successes. The kitchen is the house’s manifesto, an owner’s living declaration. 
Functionality determines the breadth of taste inhabitants will be privy to. The 
ideal kitchen is a materialistic beast requiring the minimum: measuring cups, 
whisks, spatulas, spoons, food processor, mixing bowls, a blender, red and white 
wine glasses, several wine openers. 
2
There is much to consider, but let us focus on pots. Pots serve as a resume. 
They express, either by their abundance or absence, a skill set. So stainless steel 
or Teflon? A kitchen possessing stainless steel pots is a kitchen confident in its 
ability, a kitchen that will most likely contain several recipe books along with 
several handwritten supper ideas begging to be tried. It is the kitchen that 
thinks burnt is a myth.  It remains full with ego, overestimating its expertise to 
friends and strangers alike.2  The Teflon owner is a cautionary tale, does not 
believe in leaving things to chance or even a whim. It is a kitchen with a few 
good meals in its repertoire, the celebrated, yet self-conscience host of many a 
successful dinner party.3
Moving downward in 
hierarchy there are:
plates.
bowls.
mugs.
glasses.
H
afizah
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What era does one wish to nourish 
from in the following years:
Fine China?
Art Deco?
Fiesta?
Chinette?
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Color scheme choice abounds. How hard does one try? Paisley blue has a 
far different story to tell from charcoal black. The optimist or the tormented, 
so much is implied. The choice of course is not to satiate the owner, nor the 
kitchen for that matter. It is to please the palate of guests, unwanted and invited 
alike. The owner must imagine how a breakfast visitor will look hands cupped 
around a too strong cup of coffee. Whether a lunch guest will maneuver their 
way around the edges of a soup bowl with delight or concern. The pressure 
is thick.
Perhaps the worst of it is in the flatware. The sole thing a hand fingers constant-
ly during a meal. One must worry: about designs, flowers or abstract shapes? 
Shine or matte finish? But most importantly: the weight. A knife too light 
implies impermanence. One does not want their kitchen to be a passing fancy. 
A fork too heavy exhausts taking away the promised repose of a superior meal.
3
The Accessibility of a kitchen will determine the frequency of its use. Idle 
pots should remain always out of view, preferably in a kitchen cabinet either 
extremely high or extremely low. Food processors, blenders, juicers, etcetera 
should remain in an area that implies that they are much more necessary than 
they actually are.  A cabinet above the fridge works well for this deceit. Flat-
ware should be well divided in this order: Knives, Large Forks, small forks, 
Large Spoons, small spoons. Salad ware in the back. Coffee mugs placed in a 
high cabinet above the everyday glasses. Plates and bowls should be located in 
the most central cabinet space, usually in close proximity to the sink. 
4
Aesthetically one must worry about the aerial view, the big picture. Kitchen 
art is a must, its subtly required. Photographs of people dining, perhaps an 
overstatement. Remember, clever knickknacks do nothing but improve the 
warmth of a kitchen and its owner. One color scheme should be followed with 
85
dashes of color achieved through accent pieces, think colorful mixing bowls on 
a counter. On the lap of Aesthetics is where Conservation invents itself. Clutter 
implies a novice kitchen, white space must be utilized.
5
The kitchen is where ingredients become visual and tongue pleasurable meals. 
Dining, whether solitary or communal, is at the center of cultural activity and 
human connection. If one does not cook then a kitchen serves as a deceptive 
but useful armor. Like a painting, the kitchen is the owner’s visual interpre-
tation of what food is supposed to do, requiring all the same things hap-
pen: Functionality. Accessibility. Conservation. Aesthetics. Aesthetics, of course, 
holding all value.4
1  Some conjecture.
2  This judgment is based solely on myth.
3  Note, the kitchen that rises above will also be in possession of one cast iron skillet.
4  This is absolutely true.
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A Poem for Monosodium
Glutamate
A lattice of nerves 
stuck up in a hayloft
or standing down
on an urbane corner
gazing at fluid traffic
and the light that is
gathered & reflected there
while contemplating the
fractured relevance of 
some analeptic credo
limned insomnious in 
moonlit hypertension—
the one which says that
seventy-five per cent
of what you know
is like words in a mirror
only to be understood
with the help of
yet another mirror.
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Progress
I ordered eggs and bacon, 
but the bacon never came.  
I ordered skim milk, 
but all they had was chocolate.  
I ordered a plate of hot potatoes, 
but all I got was a cold stare-down.  
So I ate my eggs, slowly.  
I drank, making pleasurable sounds with my straw.  
She would like me better now.
G
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FAQ:
Thank you for your question.  I did not answer because the cellphone was 
in my throat.  I knew from the quality of vibration that I had received a text 
message, and that it was from you.  Each finger a log of butter, my mouth too 
hot to talk.  You must have had something to tell me, rather, something to ask, 
something you needed to know, and only I could provide the answer.  I could 
tell, by the quality.  The clouds were so much whiter there, poison white, bad 
white.  Where?  Don’t ask.  I have very few liberties to say, for an American. 
Now we’re talking.  Now we’re talking, for an American.  I knew what your 
question was.  I had so few qualities to offer.  The clouds are dead white there. 
Than what?  The clouds are life black clouds.  The more I do, the harder it gets. 
It all depends what you do with your eyes.  I am right over here.
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[bayonet]
 best then to be the bayonet 
slugs hot in the first row
  of men   will not
 be dug out again  
 bestkept deathclose
at hand more human
  hand  learnt to hunt
 previous the thumby tongue
 best only then to be the bayonet
to prick it painter to an end
  perfect breathing word
 or merely a generous maim
 the approximation of blood
hand hunts   the water
  two stones to rub to gather
 not for fire for one stone soft
 enough to shape to murder
feed         only then fire
  one soft stone    enough
 to slay & then & only say
 new breaths they waft
flesh long sounds    hunt
  hounds caught hung
 in their master’s own hunty webs
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 it is so night sky 
stabbed to a quarterlight
  the smoke   crumpled
 the cries     the captives 
 bandaged    in their pens
read the book we gave them
  each took their slit page
 or having the halfsleep
 of the beaten  maimed
ma I can cut a card
  of wheat with this
 net all the real vowels in it
 does it matter if it is better
to gather around a milling
  wheel to feel full to sing then no
best then to best them
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from Entrance to a Colonial Pageant in 
Which We All Begin to Intricate
Flammable mothers sing this song every day until the girls come back:
Drape our sister the shovel in a sterilization clinic.  We haven’t seen her since 
she became an image.  Since they added the beaks and the broken arm.  Now 
she lives horse deaths in architecture.  Soiled in hymn books.  We hate her 
like we hate to cork our own faces black.  But the atrocity must go on and 
we must carry cameras through the bleeding.  The agriculture.  We must 
barge through a billboard:  Adventures in skin-adorations.  It used to say.  
Now it says resin kino.  The hullabaloo involves male parts and alarmed parts.  
I do the male part like insects.  I do do do. 
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Father Chalk Torso:
Due to Miss World’s dazed escape.  Due to her crossed-out arms.  Her hyped 
skin.  Her stuffed fox.  Her kissing disease.  Cake.  Tubes.  This performance 
will have to take place in Sunflower County, Mississippi.  We’ll have to wear 
rubber gloves.  There are more than 20 types of seizure and each one involves 
the contractions of a muscle or a hollow organ.  The effects are very similar 
to that of a regular burn.  There are three silent versions of Miss World.  In 
one, the reverse peekaboo is an emblem of puberty.  The one we are 
working with likes to touch the vagina.  She wants to kill a tiger.  I will wipe 
the nosebleed off her face.  Blink blink.  She is beginning to look grainy.  
Perhaps we will use exit lights. 
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Miss World of Hammered Soldiers:
It would be too easy to blame the soldiers for the molested parade.  I am 
ready to make it big with a duct-tape over my mouth.  Infants cannot speak 
and parts of the flower is called seeds.  My pelvic bone protrudes.  The 
stampedes should be blotted out.  Hosed off.  We must leave no trace of the 
implements for the next wilding.  I have a famous shrapnel which you can 
see but not touch.  It’s in the pork.  It’s slippery.  For the next convulsion I 
want to be in a modern city with modern tissue and modern cigarette burns.  
The rats would be attracted to the iris in my chest and the adrenaline in my 
upholstery.  The taste in my mouth is chalky.  
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Well,' _ 
she turned to caress the repellant cold fresh ideas 
-
7 
-~ . THINGS 
' False friend ! ' she cried · _ 
for having had so false a friend 
-sunless, waterless, eyes 
eyelashes, 
NO SNAKE 
ROLLS LIKE 
A HOOP 
SNAKES 
.A HORSEHAIR LARIAT WILL NOT 
&TOP A RATTLES~!N~~~..-!I.Uy, 
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What i~ this girl? THE DEFER 
DO NOT DO 
MILK SNAKES 
DO NOT 
MILK COWS 
SNAKES DO NOT 
HYPNOTIZE THEIR PREY 
discomposing 
SNAKES 00 NOT 
HAVE A 
POl50N 5Tl NGER 
IN TAIL 
black eruption 
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Enter the Dragon
 —Los Angeles, California, 1976.
For me, the movie starts with a black man
leaping into an orbit of badges, tiny moons
catching the sheen of his perfect black afro.
Arc kicks, karate chops, and thirty cops
on their backs.  It starts with the swagger,
the cool lean into the leather front seat
of the black and white he takes off in.
Deep hallelujahs of moviegoers drown
out the wah wah guitar.  Salt & butter
high-fives, Right on, brother! and Daddy
glowing so bright he can light the screen
all by himself.  This is how it goes down.
Friday night and my father drives us 
home from the late show, two heroes
Cadillacking across King Boulevard.
In the car’s dark cab, we jab and clutch,
Jim Kelly and Bruce Lee with popcorn 
breath, and almost miss the lights flashing 
in the cracked side mirror.  I know there’s a .45
beneath the seat, so when uniforms
approach from the rear quarter panel,
when the fat one leans so far into my father’s 
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window I can smell his long day’s work,
when my father—this John Henry of a man—
doesn’t buck, tucks his baritone in a blazer of
nasaled no sirs, license and registration shaking
as if showing a bathroom pass to a grade-
school principle, I will learn the difference
between cinema and city is the difference
between the moviehouse cheers of old men
and the silence that gets us home. 
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Incommensurable
The empty silo is begging for light.  The mint is gone, though the trellises 
and the shop of replicas remain.  Instead there are orange berries bursting 
like lottery numbers, shelves that lead tchotchke, whatnot, into sediment.
Polygons grow old in the shadows, grow tentacles in the margin, begin 
to think of shape as something more complex than itself, something more
like a giant squid washed up on shore, the pressure of matter replaced 
with the pressure of light.  The loss of medium too much to bear. 
Pet the polygon.  Toss back the squid!  Leave the ocean on because 
it is the only television for me, and you are the medium, the undercurrent,
the single frequency I understand: blue wash, blinding. 
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from How Beautiful the Beloved
Where are you standing
That you can pluck
What you love
From the flood?
On the Book—more
Solid than any rock,
Rock being only
A slower flowing.
G
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Blossoms scattered in the street
As if the beloved’s necklace
Broke.
              Wild night!
No time to stop
And gather each bead.
Let the Book burst asunder—
Let it be nothing but songs of love.
G
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To open the Book
Is to open yourself.
But to close it—
That’s not so easy.
Once you know
The beloved is there
And not lost forever…
Once you’ve felt
All those feelings again…
Closing the Book—
It can be done.
But to close yourself?
G
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sometimes i feel like another person is 
‘insane’
i view their behavior and it seems very insane
it doesn’t seem sexy or something
it just seems depressing and like there is ‘evil’ in the world
i don’t think they are ‘normal’ or something
i value a person being tactful and consistent or something like that   
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i feel good after drinking a little beer or 
a lot of coffee 
coffee makes me less inhibited
i stare openly at people
and music sounds good 
Tao Lin
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Mowing and Aftermath
Shock of rocks on the metal blades now:
(We left the corral gate open.
We let the weeds grow high.)
The orange falls into the house-finch nest.
Small dog skips up the vineyard:
Reptiles and rodents to demolish, demolished!!
The lesser hope is the greater burden.
I could not my own fool life abandon.
No sun, no moon, no mowing?
No mustard disked under for mustard gas?
Turtles all the way down writes the monk.
And what kind of support system is that.
Ja
n
e 
M
ea
d
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Of Course
A Trans-Am Alert:
In the event of earth
please ignore the ash-
scattered grass or scattering 
ash grass—
This too shall pass.
In the event of 
please ignore scattered
split glows or birth
material and warble
away with dead moon rocks.
You’re not dead.
In the event of death
please proceed with 
an experiment a
scientific method
please warble away
with death the hair-line
please
recedes rust 
proceeds like holy-oaks
or mountains
K
ristin
 Abrah
am
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from A Saint Among the
Stragglers’ Beds
ceremony with our 
mute kin & lords 
toppled or brandied 
using the steam as a 
fixative the 
winding sheet
as a flag the butcher for an
alibi 
to disappear you must
tunnels discreet
descant
nightfall with unclogged wind a coast 
longer than the train track
needing coarse woolen cloth or 
the clothes you’re wearing or 
somebody else’s you will
 
need a song to whistle 
that’s known but marks 
a vacancy & a match for 
the elevator shafts 
Jo
sh
ua
 M
ar
ie
 W
ilk
in
so
n
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The Famous Poet
at my party eyes
the shelves to see if his books
are there.  Apparently
not.  Stares.  Wondering what
the fuck he’s doing there.
Tim
othy
 Liu
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Krist in  Abr aham  is the author of two chapbooks:  Little Red Riding Hood 
Missed the Bus (Subito Press, 2008) and Orange Reminds You of Listening (Elixir 
Press, 2006).  Additional poetry, lyric essays, and critical essays have been 
published in such places as Rattle, LIT, and The Journal.  She currently teaches 
English at Ashford University in Iowa.
Er ic  Baus  is the author of The To Sound (Verse Press/Wave Books) and 
several chapbooks.  His second full-length book Tuned Droves (Octopus 
Books), is out now.  He edits Minus House chapbooks and currently lives in 
Denver.
Joshua Beckman  is the author of numerous books of poetry. He lives in 
both Brooklyn, New York and Seattle, Washington.
David  Berman  saw Charles Bernstein read at Columbia in the terrible 
winter of 98/99.
Oni  Buchanan’s second poetry book, Spring, was selected for the 2007 
National Poetry Series and published by the University of Illinois Press in 
2008.  Based in Boston, Oni works as a concert pianist and actively performs 
across the U.S. and abroad.  
Ju l ia  Cohen  has chapbooks out or forthcoming from horse less press, 
H-ngM-n B--ks, Small Fires Press, Transmission Press, dancing girl press, and 
greying ghost press.  Her poems have been published in Denver Quarterly, 
Octopus, and GlitterPony, amongst others.  She lives in Brooklyn.
Gi l l ian Conoley ’s  new book, The Plot Genie, is forthcoming from 
Omnidawn in fall 2009.  Other new work can be found in American 
Poetry Review, Conjunctions, The Canary, and elsewhere.  She lives in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, teaches at Sonoma State University, and edits Volt.
Thomas Cook  is the author of the chapbook Anemic Cinema, available from 
horse less press.  His poems have recently appeared or are forthcoming in The 
Georgetown Review, Quarterly West, and PANK.  He is co-editor and publisher 
of Tammy.
Ste v ie  Cur l  has been published in West Virginia University’s poetry journal, 
Calliope.  She comes from Zelienople, Pennsylvania, but is currently living in 
Chicago.  
Joel  Dai ley  lives in New Orleans.  Lavender Ink has published his latest 
book, My Psychic Dogs, My Life.
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J im Danie ls ’  recent publications include Revolt of the Crash-Test Dummies 
(Eastern Washington University Press), Mr. Pleasant (fiction, Michigan State 
University Press), and In Line for the Exterminator (Wayne State University 
Press), all published in 2007.  He is the Thomas S. Baker Professor of English 
at Carnegie Mellon University.
Ben Dol ler  (né Doyle) is the author of Radio, Radio (Louisiana State 
University Press), FAQ: (Ahsahta Press), and Dead Ahead (forthcoming from 
FENCE Books).  In the last few years, he has lived and/or taught in West 
Virginia, Virginia, Iowa, Colorado, and California. 
Timo thy  Donnel ly ’s  Twenty-seven Props for a Production of Eine Lebenszeit 
was published by Grove Press in 2003.  New poems have appeared or are 
forthcoming in American Poet, Crowd, The Nation, and elsewhere.  He is on 
the faculty of the Writing Division at Columbia University’s School of the 
Arts and lives in Brooklyn.
Br andon Downing  is a filmmaker, visual artist, and writer, originally from 
the San Francisco Bay Area.  Since 2000, he has lived in New York City.  His 
collections include The Shirt Weapon (Germ Press, 2002) and Dark Brandon 
(Faux Press, 2005).
Buck Downs  lives in Washington, D.C. and talks to himself and others 
about applied technology and human factors in the workplace for a living.  
Poems have recently appeared in TIGHT and They Are Flying Planes.
Maureen C.  Ewing  will receive her MFA in Poetry from Columbia 
College Chicago in 2009.  She earned her MA in English from Rhodes 
University in Grahamstown, South Africa in 2003.  This is her first 
publication.
Susan M.  F i rer  lives, writes, and works on the western shore of Lake 
Michigan.  Her most recent book is Milwaukee Does Strange Things To People.  
She has poems in the current Conduit and forthcoming in Margie.
Aaron Patr ick  F lanagan  was born and raised in southern West Virginia.  
He lives in Chicago and works as an adjunct professor in the English 
Department at Columbia College Chicago.  He loves:  family, friends, Aris 
Bordo, and Manchester United Football Club. 
Geo f f rey  For sy th  is a graduate of the University of Iowa, the University 
of Vermont, and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.  His work has 
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appeared in New Orleans Review, Other Voices, CutBank, and several other 
literary magazines.  
Haf izah Geter  is a MFA Poetry Student at Columbia College Chicago.  
She is originally from Columbia, South Carolina.  This is her first 
publication.
David  Gibbs  is a recent graduate of the Ohio State University, where 
he earned a Bachelor’s degree in English and History.  This is his first 
publication. 
Lar a Glenum  is the author of The Hounds of No (2005) and Maximum 
Gaga (2008), both out from Action Books.  She lives in Athens, Georgia.
Beckian Fr i tz  Goldberg  is the author of five collections of poems, most 
recently Lie Awake Lake (Oberlin College Press, 2005) and The Book of 
Accident (University of Akron, 2006).  She currently teaches at Arizona State 
University.
Johanne s Gör ansson’s  books include A New Quarantine Will Take 
My Place, Pilot (Johann the Carousel Horse), Dear Ra, and the translations 
Remainland: Selected Poems of Aase Berg and Ideals Clearance by Henry Parland.  
Forthcoming translations:  With Deer by Aase Berg and Collobert Orbital by 
Johan Jönsson.
Noah El i  Gordon  is the author of several collections, including Novel 
Pictorial Noise (Harper Perennial, 2007), which was selected for the National 
Poetry Series.  He currently teaches at the University of Colorado at Denver. 
Chr ist ian Hawkey  is the author of The Book of Funnels, the chapbook 
HourHour, and Citizen Of (Wave Books, 2007).  He teaches at Pratt Institute 
in Brooklyn, New York.
Thomas Heise  is the author of Horror Vacui: Poems (Sarabande, 2006).  
Other excerpts from his book-in-progress, The Journal of X, have appeared or 
are forthcoming in Another Chicago Magazine, Columbia: A Journal of Literature 
and Art, and The Modern Review.  He is an assistant professor of English at 
McGill University in Montreal, Quebec.
Br andi  Homan  is the author of Hard Reds (Shearsman Books, 2008) and 
Two Kinds of Arson, a chapbook from dancing girl press.  She earned her 
MFA from Columbia College Chicago and is Editor-in-Chief of Switchback 
Books.
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Sar ah Jedd  is a freshman majoring in Poetry at Columbia College.  
When she is not writing in Chicago, she is writing in New London, New 
Hampshire.  This is her first credible publication.
Becca Klaver,  though one of the faculty advisors of this issue, did not 
expect to be solicited, and is speechless.  Nevertheless, she would like to 
thank Mom, Dad, the God of Flarf, and David Trinidad.  Her chapbook, 
Inside a Red Corvette: A 90s Mix Tape, is folded into her Carolina Herrera 
clutch and can also be purchased from the greying ghost press.
Greg or y  Kiewiet  lives in Chicago where he is pursuing an MFA in 
Writing at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.  His book of poetry, In 
the Company of Words, was recently released from Past Tents Press.  Work has 
appeared in Mark(s), Dispatch Detroit, Graffiti Rag, and other publications. 
Jenni fer  L .  Knox  is the author of two books of poems, Drunk by Noon 
and A Gringo Like Me, both available from Bloof Books.  Her poems have 
appeared in the anthologies Best American Poetry, Best American Erotic Poems, 
and Free Radicals: American Poets Before Their First Books.
Joanne Kyger,  a native Californian, has lived on the coast north of San 
Francisco for the past 40 years.  As a poet she has had ties to the Black 
Mountain School, the San Francisco Renaissance, and many of the Beat 
Poets.  She has taught at Naropa University and the New College of San 
Francisco.
Doro thea Lasky  is the author of Awe (Wave Books, 2007) and Tourmaline 
(Transmission Press, 2008).  She currently studies creativity at the University 
of Pennsylvania and lives in Sunnyside Queens, New York.
Rebecca Lehmann  lives in Tallahassee, Florida.  Her poems have recently 
been published or are forthcoming in Tin House, Indiana Review, and Paper 
Street.
Dol ly  Lemke  is currently working on her MFA in Poetry at Columbia 
College Chicago.  This is her first notable publication.
L.K.  Leu  is currently a first year MFA candidate at the University of 
Arizona.  She’s been published in Margin, Fourteen Hills, and Hayden’s Ferry 
Review. 
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Tao L in  is the author of the forthcoming novella Shoplifting From American 
Apparel, the forthcoming novel Richard Yates, and the story collection Bed, all 
from Melville House.  He lives in Brooklyn.
Emi l ie  L indemann  is a PhD candidate in the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee’s Creative Writing Program.  She occasionally appears riding her 
pink bicycle in the countryside of Manitowoc County, Wisconsin, where her 
wonderfully strange family lives.
Timo thy  L iu  has two new books just out: Bending the Mind Around the 
Dream’s Blown Fuse (Talisman House) and Polytheogamy (Saturnalia Books).  
He lives in Manhattan.
Dawn Lonsinger  lives among aspen colonies in Salt Lake City, where she 
is managing editor of Western Humanities Review and is working towards a 
doctorate in Creative Writing at the University of Utah.  Her poems have 
appeared in American Letters & Commentary, The Massachusetts Review, Smartish 
Pace, and elsewhere.  t h e  l ino l eum c r op  was chosen as the winner of the 
2007 Jeanne Duval Editions Chapbook Contest.
Jen McClanaghan  earned her MFA from Columbia University and 
is currently a doctoral candidate at Florida State University.  She recently 
won the Georgetown Review Poetry Prize and her work has appeared or is 
forthcoming in the Sycamore Review, Post Road, and The Chattahoochee Review.
Chr is  Mar t in  is the author of American Music, chosen for the Hayden 
Carruth Award and published by Copper Canyon in 2007.  He raps, writes, 
strums, and teaches near Brooklyn.
Jane Mead’s  most recent book is The Usable Field (Alice James).  A 
recipient of fellowships and awards from the Guggenheim, Lannan, and 
Whiting Foundations, she lives in Northern California.
John Mur i l lo  is a two-time Larry Neal Writers’ Award winner and the 
2008-2009 Elma B. Stuckey Visiting Emerging Poet-in-Residence at 
Columbia College Chicago.  His poetry has appeared in such publications as 
Ploughshares, Ninth Letter, Lumina, and the anthology DC Poets Against the War. 
Tisha Nemeth-Loomis  is a Chicago-based editor and an MFA candidate 
in Creative Writing at Columbia College Chicago, where she teaches first-
year composition and serves as editorial assistant for Columbia’s literary 
journal Court Green.  Her poems are published in Plum Ruby Review, Pacific 
Review, and Fringe Magazine. 
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Seth Oelbaum  goes to the library a lot with Piper.
Greg or y  Orr ’s  poems are from a book-length sequence entitled How 
Beautiful the Beloved (Copper Canyon Press, 2009).  Other poems
from the sequence have appeared in American Poetry Review, Smartish Pace,
and Virginia Quarterly Review.  He teaches at the University of Virginia.
Bin Ramke’s  Theory of Mind: New and Selected Poems will be published in 
2009 by Omnidawn, who also published his book Tendril in 2007.  He edits 
the Denver Quarterly and teaches at the University of Denver and on occasion 
at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
Donald  Re vel l  is the author of ten collections poetry, most recently 
Pennyweight Windows: New & Selected Poems (2005) and A Thief of Strings 
(2007), both from Alice James Books.  He is a Professor of English and 
Director of Creative Writing at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
Bobby C.  Roger s ’  work has appeared in The Southern Review, The Georgia 
Review, Shenandoah, and many other magazines.  He is Professor of English at 
Union University in Jackson, Tennessee.  
Tomaž Šalamun  is a Slovenian poet, born in 1941 in Zagreb, Croatia, 
and considered to be one of the great postwar Central European poets.  
Nine of his thirty-seven books of poetry have been published in English; 
the most recent are The Book for My Brother (Harcourt, 2006), Poker (Ugly 
Duckling Presse, 2008, translated by Joshua Beckman), and Woods and Chalices 
(Harcourt, 2008, translated by Brian Henry).  His There's the Hand and There's 
the Arid Chair, translated by Thomas Kane, was published this spring by 
Counterpath Press.
Maureen Seat on’s  recent books are Sex Talks to Girls: A Memoir 
(University of Wisconsin Press, 2008), Cave of the Yellow Volkswagen (Carnegie 
Mellon University Press, 2009), and America Loves Carney (Sow’s Ear, 2009).
Evie  Shockley  is the author of a half-red sea (2006) and two chapbooks, 
The Gorgon Goddess (2001) and 31 words  *  prose poems (2007).  She had 
poems recently published in PMS: poemmemoirstory, La Petite Zine, and 
Tuesday: An Art Project.  A graduate fellow of Cave Canem and currently guest 
editor of jubilat, she teaches at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New 
Jersey and lives in Jersey City.
Sandr a Simonds  is a PhD student at Florida State University.  Her first 
book, Warsaw Bikini (Bloof Books), came out in 2008.
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Abi  St oke s  is originally from Portland, Oregon, but now lives in Chicago.  
She is an undergraduate student in the Poetry Program at Columbia College.  
She is currently working on projects that connect poetry and image.  This is 
her first notable publication.
Mark Terr i l l  has lived in Germany since 1984.  Recent books & chapbooks 
include Superabundance (Longhouse Poetry), Something Red (Plan B Press), 
Bread & Fish (The Figures), and his selected translations of Rolf Dieter 
Brinkmann, Like a Pilot (Sulphur River Literary Review Press).  
Cather ine Theis  is the author of the chapbook The Maybook, published 
by Your Beeswax Press.  Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in 
various journals, including Fence, MAKE Magazine, and Mrs. Maybe. 
Br ian Turner  is the author of Here, Bullet (Alice James Books, 2005).  
He has recently completed a second collection, Talk the Guns, which will 
be available from Alice James Books in early 2010.  He currently lives in 
California and is working on his third collection of poetry.
Rosmar ie  Waldrop’s  most recent books of poetry are the trilogy Curves 
to the Apple, Blindsight (New Directions, 2006) and Love, Like Pronouns 
(Omnidawn). Dissonance (if you are interested): Collected Essays was published by 
University of Alabama Press.   She lives in Providence, Rhode Island where 
she co-edits Burning Deck books with Keith Waldrop.  
Jen Watman’s  poetry and music can be found on several planes/plains/
planets simultaneously.  
Bruce Weig l ’s  most recent collection of poetry is Declension in the Village of 
Chung Loung (Ausable Press, 2006), and the poem printed here is from a new 
collection called The Abundance of Nothing, which he’s currently finishing. 
Joe Wendero th  has published five books, most recently No Real Light, a 
book of poems.  He teaches in the graduate program in Creative Writing at 
University of California at Davis.  
Joshua Mar ie  Wi lk inson  is the author of The Book of Whispering in the 
Projection Booth (Tupelo Press) and the co-editor of a new anthology 12x12: 
Conversations in Poetry & Poetics (University of Iowa Press).  He lives in 
Chicago, where he teaches at Loyola University Chicago.
Rachel  Zucker  lives in New York City.  “Poem” will appear in her next 
book, Museum of Accidents. 
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Core Poetry Faculty
Lisa Fishman
Arielle Greenberg
Tony Trigilio
David Trinidad
2008-2009 Elma Stuckey Poet-in-Residence
John Murillo
New faculty in Creative Nonfiction & Poetry 
Jenny Boully
Application deadline: February 1 of each year.
For more information or to request an application, contact  
the Columbia College Graduate Office: (312) 369-7260   gradsch@colum.edu
Teaching
instructorships and 
competitive fellowships 
available
“Best. Decision. Ever.” 
 —Brandi Homan, MFA ’07,
    founder of Switchback Books,
    author of Hard Reds
Columbia College 
ChiCago’s 
mFa in Poetry
rr: 1 l' r· r• r 
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issue #6
court green
Jack Anderson
Tony Barnstone
Dodie Bellamy
Bill Berkson
Ted Berrigan
Jeffery Conway
Allen Ginsberg
Albert Goldbarth
Kate Greenstreet
Kimiko Hahn
Charles Jensen
Joy Katz
Vincent Katz
R. Zamora Linmark
Chip Livingston
Rachel Loden
Alice Notley
Ron Padgett
Lynn Xu
and many others
Each issue features a dossier 
on a special topic or theme. 
The dossier for this issue 
is “Letters”—poems and 
actual letters that push the 
boundaries of the epistle form.
For more information visit 
english.colum.edu/courtgreen
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Skirting
the Status Quo
Committed to poetry by women, 
Switchback Books publishes two books a year,
one of which is the winner of the
Gatewood Prize for a first book of poetry.
For more information on our books,
author and press events, and contest guidelines visit
switchbackbooks.com
Our Books
Oneiromance (an epithalamion) by Kathleen Rooney
Our Classical Heritage: A Homing Device 
by Caroline Noble Whitbeck
Pathogenesis by Peggy Munson
Talk Shows by Mónica de la Torre
The Bodyfeel Lexicon by Jessica Bozek 
Check out our active blog at
switchbackbooks.blogspot.com 
SWITCHBACK BOOKS 
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from the 
esteemed fringes 
and unguarded 
egresses
TAMMY
For more information and  
for guidelines please visit  
www.tammyjournal.wordpress.com
a journal of 
       poetry and prose
Issue One 
avaIlable 
nOW!
Featuring  
new work  
From:
Kevin McFadden 
natania Rosenfeld 
Johannes Göransson 
lisa Fishman 
George Kalamaras 
Joseph Mains 
nick Twemlow 
Kellie Wells 
Ray Gonzalez 
beth Marzoni 
Richard Meier 
nate slawson 
ander Monson 
benjamin Hale 
Zachary schomburg 
Jeffrey little 
Monica berlin 
Jon Woodward 
aaron Patrick Flanagan 
Camille Martin 
Ryler Dustin 
andy Carter 
adam Krause 
Mary Kiolbasa 
Francis Raven 
Catherine Meng 
sean R. Francis


